Recommendation system could help the companies to persuade users to visit or consume at a particular place, which was based on many traditional methods such as the set of collaborative filtering algorithms. Most research discusses the model design or feature engineering methods to minimize the root mean square error (RMSE) of rating prediction, but lacks exploring the ways to generate the reasons for recommendations. This paper proposed an integrated neural network based model which integrates rating scores prediction and explainable words generation. Based on the experimental results, this model presented lower RMSE compared with traditional methods, and generate the explanation of recommendation to convince customers to visit the recommended place.
Introduction
User-generated content such as rating and reviews about a place is gradually becoming a key factor for other people making a decision. Some platforms such as Yelp utilize recommender system to analyze the user preferences based on the reviews and rating to recommend a new place for other customers. According to (Liu et al., 2017) , they introduce a phrase point-of-interests (POIs) to represent a set of places such as restaurant and tourist attractions where users are interested. In this paper, we will continue to use this phrase and focus on restaurant rating prediction and explanation generation. Currently, much empirical research focuses on model design or feature engineering methods to improve model performance rather than discussing the ways to generate recommended reasons. This project proposed an integrated neural network based explainable recommender system, instead of using traditional methods such as user-based models, and Matrix Factorization, to generate explainable opinion-aspect pairs for a user, helping them explore their unfamiliar places, and predict rating score from that user for each POI and recommend POI with high predicted rating to each user. Our model could generate user latent preference from embedding layer in neural network after training rating predictions for POIs Instead of training models on user-POI rating matrix directly. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Predict rating stars for POIs based on user-POI rating matrix using neuralbased model.
• Generate opinion-aspect pairs for users to explain reasons for recommended POI.
• Compare the model performance with the classical recommender system methods.
• Propose a way to evaluate the prediction of explainable pairs.
In the rest of the paper, we will discuss the related work in Section 2. Provide the de-tails of data preprocessing, feature extraction, and data exploration in section 3. We will introduce the proposed model and other traditional models in Section 4. In Section 5 and Section 6, We discuss the method to evaluate the RMSE of predicting rating stars and the fscore of predicting explainable tuples. Then, we present the results including comparison with other baseline models. Finally, we conclude findings, limitation, and future work of this paper in section 7.
Related Work
Much empirical research focuses on either rating stars treating the scores as numerical data or explainable text generation offering the features of the POIs, and those studies adopt different models, features and evaluation methods (Liu et al., 2017; Bao et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013; Duan et al., 2017; Rendle et al., 2009 ). This project is motivated by these empirical studies on rating stars prediction, and we proposed an integrated model which can predict rating stars and generate explainable opinion-aspect pairs for users.
Collaborative Filtering for Rating Prediction
Collaborative Filtering is commonly used in recommender system (Chen et al., 2014; Konstas et al., 2009; Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009; Wang and Blei, 2011 ) -exploiting similarity among the preference of users to generate recommendations. Research is done using users historical data to predict ratings, and deliver the results of recommendation to users (Balabanovi and Shoham, 1997; Rennie and Srebro, 2005) . The traditional methods in rating prediction are the user-based model, and matrix factorization(MF). According to (Ricci et al., 2015) , they introduced the user-based method which predicts the rating scores based on the other users who have similar preferences. Regarding matrix factorization, Ricci et al. mentioned the applications of two commonly used methods: Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization(NMF) (Ricci et al., 2015) . Additionally, many researchers utilized neuralbased collaborative filtering model for rating prediction (van den Oord et al., 2013; . However, there are many limitations for the traditional algorithms such as scalability problems, and lacking bias terms. As for neural collaborative filtering, it performs better on rating prediction, but there is no description of generating explainable text in empirical works.
Explainable Recommendation System
Explainable recommendation system (ERS) gradually attracts more researchers to explore the ways to generate convincing explanations for users. According to (Hou et al., 2018) , they state two forms of ERS to output explanations. One is to extract noun words or phrases to represent item features, and there are many works utilizes this form for explainable recommendation. However, Hou et al. claim that it lacks consideration of sentiment for each aspect summarized from other visited customers which is less convincing for future users. Another method is to generate a set of words containing opinion and aspect phrases from reviews to explain fine-grained aspect information for future users (Hou et al., 2018) . In this project, we investigated the second form of ERS, and summarized many empirical works about this type as follows:
Baccianella et al. introduced a method using SentiWordNet in extracting opinion words and quantifying the sentiment polarity and strength of each word to the POI (Baccianella et al., 2010) . Pero et al. proposed a recommendation system by integrating opinion information with the rating score for the POI (Pero and Horvth, 2013). Chen et al. demonstrated an algorithm about tensor decomposition to predict rating based on opinion-aspect pairs in review over multiple domains (Chen et al., 2014) . However, these method lacks of fine-grained sentiment differences based on some specific aspect of POIs (Hou et al., 2018) .
Though given plenty of research focusing on POI rating prediction in recommender systems, less research has investigated the recommender system offering the fine-grained explanation for specific aspects of POIs. Former Collaborative Filtering research focuses on improving the precision of recommendation but lacks information to help target users better understand the proposed recommendation. Our proposed model could resolve the mentioned limitations from empirical works, which integrate rating prediction and explainable pairs generation, and provide better performance compared with other traditional models.
Data

Data Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
The data is composed of business ID, user ID, rating score (range from 1 to 5), reviews, and date in the city Pittsburgh from Yelp (Developers, 2018) challenge dataset. Considering the impact of time,we set 2017 (full year) as the training dataset and 2018 (until June) as test dataset which contains 26918 reviews (from 13225 users to 450 restaurants). After tokenizing and POS tagging, review texts are transformed into syntax relations (shown in Figure 1 ) by utilizing the spaCy CNN dependency parsing model (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016; Goldberg and Nivre, 2012) , and these relation pairs containing users opinions towards aspects are extracted in the form of tuples liked<opinion, aspect>.
Additionally, SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010 ) is incorporated to quantify the opinion sentiment polarity and strength, which will be described in detail in the evaluation section. Finally, after lemmatizing and lowercasing the words, we use 100-dimension Glove word embedding pretrained by twitter corpus (Pennington et al., 2014) , and then horizontally concatenate the word embedding to tuple embedding.
Data Exploration Analysis
After preprocessing the data, the stars distribution is visualized in Figure 2 which indicates that users rarely give 1 or 2 stars for POIs. Then, we explore the opinion-aspect pairs distribution in the space of frequency and average rating. In Figure 3 , these pairs are visualized based on the frequency greater than 700 and average stars that they appeared. Additionally, there are many examples having comparable high average stars which accord with their opinion words such as 'best restaurant', and 'best food'. On the other hand, many tuples such as 'good service' have positive opinion but present the position lower than the average stars line. This case will be discussed in our limitation part.
Method
There are many traditional model framework used for rating prediction. In this section, we experimented with four algorithms: neuralbased model, K nearest neighbor, SVD matrix factorization and NMF matrix factorization to predict the rating stars that a user would give for a POI based on the ratings of reviews posted in the past. Then, we demonstrate the ways of our models to generate opinionaspect pairs for target users after completing the model training for RMSE.
Baseline Model for Rating Prediction
User-based collaborative filtering
The first baseline model is a user-based collaborative filtering algorithm based on the K nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm. According to (Ricci et al., 2015) , they claim that this method utilizes a ratings matrix to compute centered cosine similarity (Pearson relationship) between each user. Then, predict the rating score for the POI where the target user has never been there before based on the weight of similarity and scores from other top K users who are most similar to target user (Ricci et al., 2015) . This method could provide decent performance in rating prediction. However, this method is based on the KNN algorithm which will suffer serious scalability problems when the number of users and the number of items increase (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011; Ricci et al., 2015) .
Matrix Factorization
Matrix factorization is a commonly used collaborative filtering method (Koren, 2010) which decomposes the user-restaurant rating matrix into two latent feature matrices of user and restaurant and can be used to predict the rating stars of restaurants the users who have not visited. Singular value decomposition (SVD) and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) are two commonly used matrix factorization methods and will be used as baseline models in this paper.
Matrix Factorization algorithms are known to have high computational efficiency and generate user and item embedding containing information about users preferences and item features, which can be extracted for further analysis. However, traditional Matrix Factorization methods have a hindered performance compared to neural based models due to their ignorance of users and items bias terms.
Integrated Neural Collaborative Filtering
Our proposed neural-based model is motivated by (He et al., 2017) , which is comprised of two parts -rating prediction and explainable pair generation (shown in Figure 4 ). As for rating prediction, the model is trained using the user-POI rating matrix and predicts the rating stars of each user on each POI. Concerning explainable pairs generation, we use the user embedding learned from embedding layer to find the top-K users who have the most similar preferences to the target user and then generate explanations based on their reviews over each specific POI. Our model resolves the issues mentioned in the baseline models and considers the bias terms when calculating users and POIs embedding. Additionally, the most similar users could be detected from user embedding instead of using other formulas to compute the correlation. 
Rating Prediction
We predict ratings for POIs that a user has not visited before. In rating prediction part (shown in Figure 4 . right block), our model takes user-POI matrix as the input and predicts rating stars for the user over the POI.
After training, the model vectorizes the latent preferences of users about POIs in the embedding layers (He et al., 2017) , which will be used as the input for the explanation generation. (shown in Figure 4 . left block).
After the score of each POI is predicted, the top-K POIs with highest ratings that the user has not visited in the past are offered as the recommended POIs for the user. Our neuralbased model is established using Keras in Python. The model is trained using the review data of restaurants in Pittsburgh in 2017 and validated using data in 2018 and sets RMSE as the loss. We trained our model in 200 epochs, converging at around 0.17 (shown in Figure 5 ). 
Explainable Pairs Generation
As the neural model completed the training phase, the user embedding layer is extracted from user-POI matrix which contains the information about the latent preferences of each user. After determining the POIs which will be recommended to each target user, we use the extracted user embedding to find the top-K most similar users of our target user who have been to the same POIs. The similarity between users is measured by calculating the cosine similarity using the user embedding. Then, we extract the pairs from the reviews of the top-K users generated for the POIs using dependency parsing and sample from these pairs as the explanation provided to the target user.
Model Evaluation
Evaluation of Rating Prediction
The introduced recommendation strategy relies on the prediction of ratings over unvisited POIs. To evaluate the rating prediction model, we use root mean square error (RMSE) to measure its performance (Lu et al., 2015) . As mentioned in the Section 3, we treat 2017 as training set and 2018 as testing set, so we predict the rating stars that a user will give for an unvisited POI in 2018, and use the ratings in test dataset to measure RMSE of the result.
Evaluation of Explanation Generation
To evaluate the quality of the generated explanations, we calculate the cosine similarity between the pairs that we predicted for POIs and pairs extracted from the user review of corresponding POIs in the test set. Since many opinion-aspect pairs present the same meaning but different word, this project sets the cosine similarity greater than 0.8 as true, otherwise false. Then, we calculate the median number of pairs of the target user in the training dataset and predict same amount of pairs according the median number.
The way that we propose for evaluation of explanation prediction will bring some problems including false positive and false negative. However, if we use exact match, it will ignore the same meaning between tuples with semantic similarity but different words such as 'great beef' and 'great steak'. Since we focus more on related pairs recommendation to users, we decide to propose this way to evaluate explainable pairs. After examining many tuples in the dataset, we found that setting the cosine similarity threshold as 0.8 can generally distinguish relevant pairs from irrelevant ones (shown in Table 1 Furthermore, we found that many pairs have the same aspect but different opinion words like 'good' or 'bad' which cannot be effectively distinguished simply using GloVe vectors. Therefore, this paper introduces a cosine similarity based F-score with sentiment penalty and uses it as the evaluation method. In this method, if two words have similarity greater than 0.8 but with opposite sentiment polarity, we consider this as a false case (shown in equation 2). In Table 1 , the cosine similarity with (+) means two words have the same sentiment polarity and (-) means different. Although 'good service' and 'bad service' have quite high similarity (0.952), this case will be labelled with False because the sentiment penalty presents (-). We will discuss more details about the impact without using sentiment penalty in Section 6.
To calculate the F-score during evaluation, we first determine the median number of pair counts of each user generated from reviews for each POI in training set. We set the median count number as the number of explanation pairs generated using our model individually for each user. According to (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011) , they listed ways to calculate the recall rate (shown in equation 3), precision (shown in equation 4), and F-score (shown in equation 5). Then, we following these ways to calculate F-score for our case.
The evaluation method accommodates the error caused by using GloVe vectors during explanation evaluation. The modified F-score consolidates sentiment penalty requiring a match with a cosine similarity under 0.8 and both opinion words having the same sentiment polarity, which can be written as follows:
recalln i = number of T rue predicted pairs total number of pairs in reviews
precisionn i = number of T rue predicted pairs total number of pairs predicted (4)
Where s i is the sentiment score of opinion in the pair generated by our model predicted using SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010) , s i is the sentiment score of opinion in the pair extracted from users review.
Results Discussion and Analysis
We apply the same dataset to the three baseline methods: KNN, SVD matrix factorization, and NMF matrix factorization, which refer to the algorithms in (Ricci et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2014) . The result presents that our proposed integrated neural collaborative filtering method (NCF) outputted the lowest RMSE compared with other methods (shown in Then, we evaluate our model in terms of explainable pairs over this dataset. The baseline model we introduced is to randomly sample pairs extracted from all users' reviews under the predicted POIs which correspondes to human random guess. The random sampling method provides information extracted from historical reviews of the recommended POI but does not consider users' preferences. By using this as a baseline, we can validate how much improvement our model achieved through incorporating information of users' preferences. To collect unbiased result, we use ten folds cross-validation for each experiment, and the result shows (in Table 3 ) that NCF with sentiment penalty outcomes an Fscore of 0.5088, which is higher than 0.0349 of random sampling. As we mentioned the sentiment penalty in the process of evaluating our explainable results before, it could help to modify the labeling results. Since 'bad service' and 'good service' have 0.952 similarity but they present different sentiment, we add sentiment penalty to label these cases as False. Therefore, after incorporating the sentiment penalty, the F-score drops from 0.5696 to 0.5088 (shown in 
Conclusion
This paper introduces a neural-based explainable recommender system comprised of 2 parts: providing recommendation to users based on rating prediction and integrating the recommendation with explanations that can convince users to visit the proposed recommendation. We deployed a neural collaborative filtering model to predict ratings for the target user. Further, we utilize the user embedding layer which contains information on users' latent preference to generate explanations based on users' historical review data. Then, the neural based rating prediction model is evaluated using Yelp dataset and compared with commonly used collaborative filtering methods. Finally, we introduce cosine similarity based F-score with sentiment penalty to evaluate our explanation generation method. Result shows that our model achieves a better performance in rating prediction than classical collaborative filtering model and a significant improvement over the random sampling baseline in explanation generation.
Limitation and Future Work
The evaluation results of rating and explanation present that our model is useful to solve some problems and could be generalized to other types of POI recommendation such as hotels and tourist attractions. However, there are also some limitations which are discovered during our experiments. We listed these limitations and discussed the ways to improve our model performance in future work.
In opinion-aspects pair extraction, we only explore the aspect-opinion pairs in the form of adjectival modifier and noun using dependency parsing. Current method incorporated excludes part of POI features that are not presented in the form of opinion-aspect pairs, such as 'cafe near the river' and 'restaurant in the city center'. If we consider higher level n-gram (n>2) for extracting opinionaspect pairs by using dependency parsing method, more noise pairs will also be extracted. Hence, we consider using deep learning model for explanation generation in the future.
The rating prediction phase only considers the rating scores between users and POIs. Since the customer reviews also relate to the rating stars, we will incorporate other information about users such as social links to improve the model performance in future work. Review information may be incorporated by adding another embedding layer which encodes users' reviews and import reviews as input of the layer.
Our model assumes that the users have visiting records before, and continue to use the website which contains user generated content about POIs. Therefore, we will explore the methods for the users who don't have any visited record in browser or website.
Contribution
